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mate exercise, were to give into the very error which
you formerly yourself condemned, of arguing against
the use of a salutary principle altogether on account
of its being liable to occasional abuse. When turned
into the right direction, and applied to its true pur-
poses, it prompts to every dignified and generous
enterprise. It is erudition in the portico, skill in*
the lycseum, eloquence in the senate, victory in the
field. It forces indolence into activity, and extorts
from vice itself the deeds of generosity and virtue.
When once the soul is warmed by its generous
ardour, no difficulties deter, no dangers terrify, no
labours tire. It is this which, giving by its stamp to
what is virtuous and honourable its just superiority
over the gifts of birth and fortune, rescues the rich
from a base subjection to the pleasures of sense, and
makes them prefer a course of toil and hardship to
a life of indulgence and ease. It prevents the man
of rank from acquiescing in his hereditary greatness,
and spurs him forward in pursuit of personal distinc-
tion, and of a nobility which he may justly term his
own. It moderates and qualifies the over-great
inequalities of human conditions; and reaching to
those who are above the sphere of laws, and ex-
tending to cases which fall not within their province,
it limits and circumscribes the power of the tyrant
on his throne, and gives gentleness to war, and to
pride, humility.
" Nor is its influence confined to public life, nor
is it known only in the great and the splendid. To
it is to be ascribed a large portion of that courtesy
and disposition to please, which naturally producing
a mutual appearance of good will and a reciprocation
of good offices, constitute much of the comfort of
private life, and give their choicest sweets to social
• and domestic intercourse. Nay, from the force of
habit it follows us even into solitude, and in our most

